HANDS IN MOUTH
Some students have a history of ‘self stimulation’ by putting their hands into their
mouth. This repetitive behaviour can seriously interfere with:
Participation in other daily activities
Social interactions,
Saliva production
It also increases the risk for infection, both of the mouth and the hand (skin breakdown).
As with all behavioural concerns, when working with our population of students we
MUST consider the reasons for the observed behaviour, and question ourselves if the
behaviour is:
Attention seeking (and why)
An avoidance behaviour
Providing sensory input and enjoyment
Response to presently occurring pain or discomfort
• Organically based and it is the student's way to communicate their discomfort to
you, the caregiver.
Below are some reasons, and possible solutions, to your student's habitual mouthing of
their hands:
POSSIBLE REASONS FOR
HANDS IN MOUTH
REFLUX CONCERNS

DENTITION

PAIN

GENETIC DISORDER
HUNGER/THIRST

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
One of the common symptoms of reflux is habitual mouthing
of their hands. If you suspect your student has reflux, you
should ask for a medical opinion. It would be beneficial to
monitor when your student's 'mouthing' behaviour occurs to
see if it coincides with mealtimes (both oral and g-tube
feedings). You may wish to position your student in a more
upright position and have smaller, more frequent meals until
they are seen by a doctor. Medication usually works very
well for this and should reduce the behaviour
Always check your student's teeth to rule out dentition
problems. Sometimes fists in the mouth can help subdue
pain. Check with the dentist.
If this behaviour is new, rule out the possibility of pain.
Perhaps there are hip problems, seating and positioning
difficulties, changes in your student's physical state etc.
Check with the doctor to rule out physical concerns.
Understand your students genetic disorder, it could be a
sign/symptom of the disorder (e.g. lesh nyham disease).
Always check to be sure that your student is not hungry or
thirsty. For many of our students, this is a way for them to
communicate a need. If this is the case, the team will need to
respond to the behaviour by providing food/drink. As well,
this way of communicating needs to be added to the student's
personal dictionary.
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INDU
UCE VOMITIN
NG

DEVE
ELOPMENTA
AL PHASE

BORE
ED

FRUS
STRATED

Inducing
g vomiting can
n be a sign off discomfort o
or may be a
sign of re
eflux. Check with the docctor to rule ou
ut medical
concernss. Also check p
positioning: IIf your studen
nt is in a chairr
or is wea
aring a TLSO or some trun
ncal restraint, there may bee
pressure on the stomaach that is maaking them un
ncomfortable,,
especially
y after a meall. Monitor wh
hen this behav
viour occurs.
Some stu
udents with siignificant dev
velopmental d
delays, and
mouth th
heir hands as part of their d
developmenttal stage. Try
redirecting using chew
wellery, hard
d toys, chew sstick etc.
Sometim
mes our studen
nt is bored. Trry redirecting
g the student's
focus to a motivating activity, mussic, vibrationss, vestibular
activitiess (e.g. swing, b
ball activitiess etc).
When a student
s
is fru
ustrated they aare trying to ttell us
somethin
ng: Rule out p
pain or mediccal concerns and check thee
environm
ment; perhapss there is som
mething in thee immediate
environm
ment that is b othering you
ur student, no
oise, lights, thee
need for a position ch
hange, etc. Try
y removing/cchanging the
stimulus. If the behav
viour does nott change, then
n try
redirectin
ng (e.g. chew
wellery, more stimulation, u
using a
motivating activity ettc.). You migh
ht also try relaxation
techniqu
ues or strategiies, e.g. presssure, massagee, brushing,
music etcc.

ORAL
L STIMULAT
TION
Many stu
udents who aage tube fed o
or fed only sofft foods may
be trying
g to give them
mselves oral sttimulation. Trry using oral
stimulatiion techniqu
ues e.g. Beckm
man exercises,, NUK
brushing
g, chew bags eetc. talk to yo
our SLP or OT
T for extra (an
nd
student specific)
s
ideass.

SENS
SORY NEEDS
S
Many stu
udents with ssensory lossess (e.g. vision, hearing etc.),
find it ha
ard to meet th
heir sensory n
needs especiallly if they aree
confined
d to a wheelch
hair. Mouthin
ng their handss is a way to
provide some
s
sensory
y input. A sen
nsory diet of m
motivating
activitiess may help red
duce the incid
dence of mou
uthing. Talk to
o
your loca
al therapist to
o help establissh a 'student sspecific
sensory diet'
d
or redireect your studeent to one of ttheir
motivatin
ng sensory acctivities.
TACT
TILE DEFENS
SIVE

Some stu
udents who keeep their han
nds fisted put their hands in
n
their mou
uth (dorsal - b
back of hand)) to avoid tou
uching objectss
with the palms of theiir hands. They
y may also bee tactile
defensivee to other stim
muli in their eenvironment and mouth to
o
reduce th
he stress of th
he stimulus. A
Always check to determinee
if tactile defensivenesss is a concern
n and work w
with the studen
nt
to reducee (e.g. using a sensory prog
gram), or elim
minate (e.g.
rough tex
xtured t-shirtt, removed), th
he defensive reaction.
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AVOIDANCE

HABIT

Your student may be trying to avoid an activity or may be
unprepared for the activity you are about to begin.
Try to determine if your student is avoiding the activity
because it is uncomfortable for him/her: If so and if
appropriate, eliminate the stimulus (activity). If not, then
help prepare your student for the activity. To give them some
control you may wish to introduce tactile calendar boxes to
help develop some understanding and control of routines
within the day. Once the routine is understood and the
activity is part of the day, the 'hands in mouth' avoidance
behaviour may be reduced.
Some ways to help eliminate this habitual behaviour include:
Redirecting the behaviour
Adding more sensory input into the student's
routines
Activity boxes to keep your students hands busy
Use of arm splints to keep hands away from mouth
Using mitts to cover the hands, although sometimes
the hand, mitt and all, will go into their mouth
Use of relaxation techniques
Use of chewellery
Oral stimulation programs
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